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Abstract

Mineral dust is arguably the most abundant aerosol species in the world and it plays
a large role in aerosol indirect effects (AIEs). This study assesses and isolates the in-
dividual responses in a squall line that arise (1) from radiation, (2) from dust altering
the microphysics, as well as (3) from the synergistic effects between (1) and (2). To ac-5

complish these tasks, we use the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS) set
up as a cloud-resolving model (CRM). The CRM contains aerosol and microphysical
schemes that allow mineral dust particles to nucleate as cloud drops and ice crys-
tals, replenish upon evaporation and sublimation, be tracked throughout hydrometeor
transition, and scavenge by precipitation and dry sedimentation.10

Factor separation is used on four simulations of the squall line in order to isolate
the individual roles of radiation (RADIATION), microphysically active dust (DUST MI-
CRO), and the nonlinear interactions of those factors (SYNERGY). Results indicate
that RADIATION acts to increase precipitation, intensify the cold pool, and enhance
the mesoscale organization of the squall line due to changes in microphysics begin-15

ning from cloud top cooling. Conversely, DUST MICRO decreases precipitation, weak-
ens the cold pool, and weakens the mesoscale organization of the squall line due to an
enhancement of the warm rain process. SYNERGY shows little impact on the squall
line, except near the freezing level, where an increase in mesoscale organization takes
place. The combined effect of the mineral dust AIE due to both DUST MICRO and20

SYNERGY is to weaken the squall line.

1 Introduction

Aerosol can effectively serve as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), giant cloud conden-
sation nuclei (GCCN), and ice nuclei (IN) such that changes in the concentrations of
these nuclei impact the microstructure and radiation budget of clouds and precipitat-25

ing convection (Twomey, 1974; Albrecht, 1989). This is often referred to as the aerosol
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indirect effect (AIE) and is one of the largest uncertainties in cloud radiative forcing of
the climate system (Forster et al., 2007; IPCC, 2007). Because of this, considerable re-
search efforts have been made to better understand aerosol indirect effects on clouds
and precipitation using both observations (e.g. Borys et al., 1998; Ferek et al., 2000;
Kaufman and Nakajima, 1993; Heymsfield and McFarquhar, 2001; Rosenfeld, 1999,5

2000; Andrae et al., 2005; Roselfeld et al., 2008) and models (e.g. Khain et al., 2005;
Seifert and Beheng, 2006; van den Heever et al., 2006, 2011; Lee et al., 2008; Storer
et al., 2010; Igel et al., 2012; Morrison, 2012; Storer and van den Heever, 2012). How-
ever, results from these studies have indicated that aerosol indirect effects are highly
variable, demonstrating the sensitive nature of this problem (Rosenfeld and Feingold10

2003; Tao et al., 2012).
The original AIE theories (Twomey, 1974; Albrecht, 1989) were derived from studies

of clouds that were comprised only of liquid water (i.e. warm clouds) – shallow cumulus
and stratocumulus. These AIEs have been shown to include a reduction in precipita-
tion for warm cloud systems when aerosols act only as CCN (Borys et al., 1998; Ferek15

et al., 2000; Kaufman and Nakajima, 1993; Rosenfeld, 2000; Heymsfield and McFar-
quhar, 2001). However, when aerosols are large enough to act as GCCN, the precipi-
tation effects due to increased aerosol have been shown to reverse for warm clouds in
polluted environments. For example, Feingold et al. (1999), Cheng et al. (2009), and
Solomos et al. (2011) all found that when high concentrations of both CCN and GCCN20

were present, precipitation increased. Once clouds reach temperatures that allow for
ice processes to become important, the AIE becomes increasingly complex as more
microphysical processes are involved, and the impacts of aerosols acting as IN need to
be considered. Because it is difficult to quantify the AIE of mixed-phase cloud systems
observationally (Rosenfeld and Feingold, 2003; Matsui et al., 2004; Berg et al., 2008),25

numerous modeling studies have been performed to enhance our understanding of
such effects (Khain et al., 2005; van den Heever et al., 2006, 2011; van den Heever
and Cotton, 2007; Lee et al., 2008; Storer et al., 2010; Solomos et al., 2011; Igel et al.,
2012; Morrison, 2012; Storer and van den Heever, 2012). However, results from these
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studies have varied both in terms of convective invigoration and precipitation, which
could be due to a number of factors (Morrison, 2012; Tao et al., 2012).

Despite the range in results that have been found for mixed-phase convective sys-
tems, a common factor amongst many of the modeling studies is that aerosols are
typically represented as only one type of nucleating aerosol (Khain et al., 2005; van5

den Heever et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2008; Storer et al., 2010; Igel et al., 2012; Morri-
son, 2012; Storer and van den Heever, 2012). However, arguably the most abundant
aerosol in our atmosphere, mineral dust (IPCC, 2001), has been found to act as CCN,
GCCN, and IN (Twohy et al., 2009; DeMott et al., 2010), thereby potentially compli-
cating the response. For example, van den Heever (2006) and van den Heever and10

Cotton (2007) both found that for continental deep convection, AIEs are highly variable
and can change sign depending on the aerosol type involved.

While mineral dust is shown to have the highest concentrations close to its sources
(desert regions) (Tegen and Fung, 1994), it has been observed to traverse the globe
over vast distances (e.g. the Saharan Air Layer (SAL)) thereby impacting a variety of15

convective systems (Prospero, 1996, 1999; Perry et al., 1997; Sassen et al., 2003; van
den Heever et al., 2006; Carrio et al., 2007; Bangert et al., 2012). One such system,
which has been found to be the leading heavy-rain producer in the tropics and subtrop-
ics (Nesbitt et al., 2006), is the mesoscale convective system (MCS). While a number of
studies have investigated AIEs on MCSs (Lynn et al., 2005a,b; Wang, 2005; Lee et al.,20

2008a,b, 2009a; Li et al., 2009), little investigation regarding the specific impacts of
mineral dust on MCSs has been performed. This is surprising considering the high fre-
quency of MCS occurrence near the primary dust source regions of the world (Nesbitt
et al., 2006).

The primary goal of this study is to assess the aerosol indirect effects of mineral25

dust on squall lines. As with previous studies of the microphysical impacts on squall
lines (Morrison et al., 2009; Bryan and Morrison, 2012; Morrison et al., 2012; Seigel
and van den Heever, 2012b; van Weverberg et al., 2012) this will be achieved through
idealized numerical modeling. In order to better our understanding of the mineral dust
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AIE, recent model developments have been made to the microphysics and aerosol
schemes in the model used in this study, the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System
(RAMS). These now allow mineral dust particles to nucleate as both cloud drops and
ice crystals (including immersion freezing), replenish upon evaporation and sublima-
tion, be tracked throughout hydrometeor transition, and be scavenged by precipitation5

and dry sedimentation. This offers an excellent framework to explore in detail, the mi-
crophysical and radiative processes responsible for the AIEs of a mixed-phase cloud
system, such as the squall line.

The role of radiation in squall line development and characteristics has been studied
fairly extensively, the results of which indicate that radiation generally acts to strengthen10

squall lines due to increased instability from longwave cooling (Chen and Cotton, 1988;
Dudhia, 1989; Tao et al., 1991, 1993; Chin, 1994; Dharssi et al., 1997). However, the
role that radiation plays in squall lines due to changes in microphysical processes aris-
ing from the presence of aerosols is not well understood. Therefore, in order to isolate
this role, as well as mineral dust AIEs on squall lines, a suite of idealized cloud resolving15

model simulations is performed. The analysis of these simulations utilize the technique
of factor separation (Stein and Alpert, 1993; Alpert et al., 1995, 2011; Homar et al.,
2003; van den Heever et al., 2006) to isolate the individual responses in the squall line
that (1) arise from radiation, (2) from dust altering the microphysics, as well as (3) from
the synergistic effects between (1) and (2). The following section will describe in detail20

the new microphysical model developments for representing mineral dust, along with
an introduction to factor separation and its use in this study. Section 3 will present the
results of the simulations and Sect. 4 will provide a discussion and summary of the
work herein.

2 Methods25

Four numerical simulations of an idealized squall line have been performed to assess
the AIE of mineral dust. In order to obtain a realistic representation of mineral dust
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within the cloud-resolving model (CRM) used for this study, modifications have been
made to its microphysical scheme, the details of which are briefly described in this
section following a short model description. Subsequently, the experimental design is
presented.

2.1 Model description5

Given that the AIE stems from aerosols modulating microphysical processes within
clouds, it is important to use a model that best simulates the microphysical processes
observed in reality. This has been demonstrated to be most accurate when using bin-
resolved microphysics (Khain et al., 2000; Morrison and Grabowski, 2007), however
the use of such schemes on scales that are required to simulate a three dimensional10

squall line (i.e. ∼500 km) are too computationally expensive with our current computing
technology. As such, a model that is appropriate to simulate both the microphysics and
the dynamics of a squall line is the non-hydrostatic Regional Atmospheric Modeling
System (RAMS; Pielke et al., 1992; Cotton et al., 2003; Saleeby and Cotton, 2004).
RAMS has a sophisticated bin-emulating two-moment bulk microphysical parameteri-15

zation scheme that prognoses mass mixing ratio and number concentration for eight
hydrometeor species (cloud droplets, drizzle, rain, pristine ice, snow, aggregates, grau-
pel, and hail) (Walko et al., 1995; Meyers et al., 1997; Cotton et al., 2003; Saleeby and
Cotton, 2004). The representation of numerous hydrometeor species that all conform
to a generalized gamma distribution (Flatau et al., 1989; Verlinde et al., 1990) helps to20

resemble the continuous spectrum of hydrometeors within the atmosphere.
In order to gain bin representation of various processes while maintaining computa-

tional efficiency, RAMS utilizes look-up tables that have been previously generated of-
fline. These include hydrometeor sedimentation (Feingold et al., 1998), liquid-to-liquid,
liquid-to-ice, and ice-to-liquid collisions (Feingold et al., 1988), and cloud droplet nu-25

cleation from aerosol within a detailed bin-resolving parcel model (Feingold and Heym-
sield, 1992; Saleeby and Cotton, 2004; Saleeby et al., 2012). Other schemes used in
these simulations are radiative lateral boundary conditions (Klemp and Wilhelmson,
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1978), a Rayleigh damping layer within the top six levels of the model domain with
modifications by Lilly (1962) and Hill (1974), the Smagorinsky (1963) turbulence clo-
sure scheme, and Harrington (1997) two-strean radiation.

2.2 Mineral dust scheme

In RAMS, four aerosol species (ammonium sulfate, sodium chloride, mineral dust, and5

“regeneration”) are represented. Mineral dust is unique in that the particles are pre-
dominantly insoluble and they often have large diameters, which helps to allow them to
behave as CCN, GCCN, and IN (Twohy et al., 2009; DeMott et al., 2010). As such, care
has been taken in the representation of mineral dust within RAMS to ensure that it be-
haves similarly to what is seen in reality. As described in detail by Saleeby and van den10

Heever (2012), the mineral dust scheme includes parameterizations for surface dust
emission from wind and saltation, dry deposition, and wet scavenging by precipitation
and nucleation.

Mineral dust is represented as two separate distributions; one small and one large
mode, the details of which are described in the next subsection. For nucleation scav-15

enging, the largest particles from the distribution are nucleated first and until super-
saturation has been sufficiently reduced to halt nucleation (as is done with the other
species). If a dust particle acts as a CCN that is less than or equal to 1 µm, then a cloud
droplet is formed that contains a dust particle. Similarly, if a dust particle is larger than
1 µm the nucleated drop starts off as drizzle drop due to its large size; it also contains20

a dust particle. Because mineral dust is largely insoluble, the majority of the aerosol
mass remains within the droplet in solid form and is then tracked through the various
transitions between hydrometeor species. The insoluble mass within a drop is allowed
to aid ice nucleation above the freezing level due to immersion freezing, which has
shown to be an important ice nucleation mechanism (de Boer et al., 2010). Addition-25

ally, dry dust particles that have diameters greater than 0.5 µm are allowed to serve
as IN, so long as the limit of activated IN at the respective temperature has not been
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reached (DeMott et al., 2010). All heterogeneous nucleation of ice occurs following the
parameterization of DeMott et al. (2010).

If a liquid drop or an ice crystal containing dust evaporates or sublimates, the dust
mass is then added to the regenerated aerosol species. Due to the complicated na-
ture of this aerosol regenerative process, assumptions have been made regarding5

the aerosol characteristics, as multiple aerosol species could be present in any drop.
Saleeby and van den Heever (2012) provides a thorough description of the microphys-
ical and aerosol schemes.

2.3 Experimental design

In this study, four idealized simulations are performed of a nocturnal squall line to in-10

vestigate its response to the addition of mineral dust. All simulations are performed in
three dimensions with a constant horizontal grid spacing of 500 m and a stretched ver-
tical grid from 50 m to 500 m. The model domain covers a volume of 500×150×26 km
in the zonal, meridional, and vertical directions, respectively. The time step used is 3 s
and time integration is performed for 7 h nocturnally, as this is the peak occurence time15

of MCSs (Laing and Fritsch, 1997; Anderson and Arritt, 1998; Jirak et al., 2003).
Squall line initiation is performed from a similar framework as other previous idealized

studies (Trier et al., 1997; Fierro et al., 2008; Morrison et al., 2009; Seigel and van den
Heever, 2012b). The model domain is initialized with horizontally homogenous temper-
ature and moisture profiles following Weisman and Klemp (1982), but with a boundary20

layer temperature profile that has been adjusted to mimic a well-mixed boundary layer,
which better represents reality (Fig. 1). The shear profile used for initialization has a lin-
ear increase from 0 to 12.5 ms−1 in the lower 2.5 km (Fig. 1) and is within the range
used by previous studies (Weisman, 1992, 1993; Weisman and Rotunno, 2004; Frame
and Markowski, 2006; Bryan et al., 2007). The squall lines are initiated using a 4 km25

deep, −6 K line thermal resting on the surface, representing a cold pool, and contains
random embedded −0.1 ≤ θ ≤ 0.1 potential temperature (θ) perturbations to initiate
three-dimensional motions.
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Aerosol data near one of the largest dust source regions in the world, the Sahara, is
used to represent the nucleating species of sulfates and mineral dust within RAMS.
These data have been collected from the NASA African Monsoon Multidisciplinary
Analyses (NAMMA) experiment in 2006 (C. Twohy, personal communication, 2012),
and are a good sampling of the SAL (DeMott et al., 2003). Figure 2 shows the vertical5

profiles and distributions (number and mass) of the aerosol concentrations for sulfate,
small dust, and large dust particles. The treatment of dust for each simulation is de-
scribed later in this subsection.

In order to more fully understand how mineral dust impacts the simulated squall line,
factor separation (Stein and Alpert, 1993) is used to isolate the contributions from: (1)10

the inclusion of radiative transfer, while excluding mineral dust (herein referred to as
RADIATION), (2) dust altering microphysical processes but not the subsequent radia-
tive responses (herein referred to as DUST MICRO), and (3) the nonlinear interactions
between dust altering microphysical processes and radiative transfer (herein referred
to as SYNERGY). This has been shown to be an effective technique in other previous15

studies of deep convection (Romero et al., 1998; Homar et al., 2003; van den Heever
et al., 2006). It is important to stress that SYNERGY is not merely the sum of RADIA-
TION and DUST MICRO, but rather it is an additional contribution that is purely due to
the nonlinear interactions between the two forcing mechanisms.

Let us consider a simple, hypothetical example that demonstrates a single synergis-20

tic contribution from a framework similar to the research herein. It is well known that
dust acts as IN and that anvil clouds radiatively cool near cloud top due to longwave
emission by condensate, mainly in the form of ice. From this, it could be expected that
the sole inclusion of radiative transfer in a nocturnal squall line simulation (i.e. RADI-
ATION) would act to cool the anvil, thereby increasing supersaturation and facilitating25

ice crystal growth. Similarly, it could be expected that the impacts of the sole inclu-
sion of dust (i.e. DUST MICRO) on the anvil would act to increase ice crystal number
concentrations and subsequently alter the ice crystal size distributions and microphys-
ical processes within the anvil. Now, the synergistic contribution from radiative transfer
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and dust (i.e. SYNERGY) within the anvil is more complex, as nonlinear interactions
often occur. For example, because radiative cooling enhances supersaturation in the
anvil, the additional cooling may help to nucleate more dust particles relative to the
situation in which only the inclusion of dust is considered. The additional ice crystals
produced through this synergistic response may then act to further enhance cloud top5

cooling over and above from that produced in RADIATION due to increases in ice crys-
tal surface area and number concentration. This hypothetical example represents one
possible nonlinear interaction that may result from the sensitivity experiments herein.

In order to fully quantify the three previously discussed contributions to the squall
line (RADIATION, DUST MICRO, and SYNERGY), four sensitivity experiments are10

conducted in which the inclusion of radiation and microphysically active dust are sys-
tematically toggled. The description and name of each simulation is shown in Table 1,
where the following information further describes the experiments:

– when dust is microphysically active, the full dust scheme is used and includes
dust nucleating as liquid drops and ice crystals, dry deposition, and precipitation15

scavenging;

– when dust is not microphysically active, then dry deposition and precipitation
scavenging are the only dust removal mechanisms;

– when radiation is turned off, the tendencies to the temperature field from radiative
processes are not included; furthermore, radiation is not allowed to interact with20

the microphysics.

In order to most effectively isolate the AIE using factor separation on the four simu-
lations, dynamic surface interaction is excluded for all simulations and is replaced by
fixed values of surface temperature (300 K) and soil moisture (35 % volumetric content).
Additionally, as the focus of the study is on aerosol indirect effects and not aerosol di-25

rect effects, dust and sulfates are not radiatively active for all simulations. A constant
roughness length of 0.05 is used to simulate the effects of surface friction over grass
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and brush, which is a common land surface for MCSs in semi-arid regions (Masson
et al., 2003). Coriolis forcing is also excluded for all experiments to keep the squall
line flow predominantly perpendicular to the meridionally oriented cold pool for more
straightforward analysis.

The calculations used to isolate the factors described above are shown in Table 2,5

along with the naming convention that is used throughout the remaining sections. The
term “the factor(s)” refers to the contributions to the squall line from the calculations
of RADIATION, DUST MICRO, and SYNERGY (Table 2), and not the simulations of
dOffrOff, dOnrOff, dOffrOn, and dOnrOn (Table 1). These calculations are applied to
the group of simulations in a variety of ways (e.g. domain averaged fields, cloudy region10

averages, etc.) and will be described with respect to each analysis type.

3 Results

This section presents results from factor separation analyses of four simulations of an
idealized nocturnal squall line. In order to provide a controlled set up of the experiment,
a single squall line simulation was used as the benchmark squall line for the sensitivity15

experiments. This benchmark simulation is run for two hours and includes the full dust
scheme and the effects of radiation. After two hours, the squall line has matured and
the model is restarted using those data as the initial conditions for each of the four
sensitivity experiments: dOffrOff, dOnrOff, dOffrOn, and dOnrOn (Table 1). For those
analyses in this section that utilize time averaging, the first hour of each sensitivity20

experiment has been excluded in order to provide sufficient time for the squall line
physics to evolve from the benchmark simulation. Furthermore, some of the analyses
provided in this section are susceptible to local “shifts” of microphysical processes.
Because of these shifts, zonally averaged values are also provided and discussed
in order to obtain bulk assessments of the presented analyses. The results in this25

section are compartmentalized into two subsections that first describe the changes in
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the general characteristics and dynamics of the squall line due to the factors, and then
describe the microphysics and thermodynamics responsible for those changes.

3.1 General characteristics and dynamics

The four squall line evolutions are consistent and characterized as a classic trailing
stratiform squall line (Parker and Johnson, 2000). Figure 3 shows 1 km a.g.l. simulated5

radar reflectivity (Matrosov, 1999) and surface winds for the squall lines after one, three,
and five hours into each simulation. It can be seen that all four squall lines have a lead-
ing line of high reflectivity that is trailed by a ∼100 km wide region of lower reflectivity,
consistent with the categorization of MCS’s (Houze, 1993; Parker and Johnson, 2000).
It can also be seen that the squall lines that include microphysically active dust (dOn-10

rOff and dOnrOn) begin with stronger reflectivity values leading the convective line,
but at the end of time integration, the two squall lines appear to be breaking up and
weakening (compare Fig. 3c, f with Fig. 3i, l).

To begin the assessment of squall line intensity, Fig. 4 shows the contributions to pre-
cipitation from the factors as meridionally averaged Hovmöller diagrams, along with the15

full precipitation field of the CONTROL simulation (dOffrOff). The CONTROL simulation
exhibits the classic characteristics of accumulated precipitation for a trailing stratiform
squall line, where (1) a narrow region of enhanced precipitation occurs at the leading
edge due to warm-rain formation, and (2) a precipitation minimum occurs behind the
convective line (often referred to as the transition zone) that is followed by another local20

maximum in precipitation from ice processes (Fig. 4a). Including the effects of radiation
(RADIATION; Fig. 4b) acts to increase precipitation for the entire squall line on aver-
age by up to 25 %, consistent with other studies (Tao et al., 1991, 1993; Dharssi et al.,
1997). The inclusion of microphysically active dust (DUST MICRO) contributes to the
precipitation field in three ways (Fig. 4c): (1) it initially enhances convective precipitation25

(up through the first 2.5 h); (2) it systematically decreases the stratiform precipitation;
and (3) it reduces the domain mean precipitation during the second half of the ex-
periment by up to 30 %. Furthermore, the synergistic contribution to precipitation from
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microphysically active dust and radiation (SYNERGY; Fig. 4d) is not overall very large,
and is characterized by a brief increase in precipitation between hours two and three
followed by a decrease towards the end of time integration by up to 15 %.

The cold pool has been shown to play an integral role in the organization and struc-
ture of squall lines (Thorpe et al., 1982; Rotunno et al., 1988, 1990; Weisman et al.,5

1988; Weisman, 1992, 1993; Weisman and Rotunno, 2004, 2005; Bryan et al., 2006).
To assess each factor’s contribution to the cold pool speed of the squall line, a tradi-
tional measure of cold pool speed is used (e.g. Rotunno et al., 1988; Weisman and
Rotunno, 2004; Bryan et al., 2006) that is based on density current theory and is given
by (Benjamin, 1968)10

C2
B = 2

H∫
0

(−B)dz (1)

where CB represents the cold pool propagation speed based, H represents the depth
of the cold pool, and B represents buoyancy, which is calculated following Tompkins
(2001). The cold pool boundary is defined by the −0.05 m2 s−2 buoyancy surface. The
speed of the cold pool of CONTROL (Fig. 5a) ranges from ∼15–23 ms−1, and agrees15

well with other studies using the same thermodynamic profile as the squall line simu-
lations here (e.g. Weisman and Rotunno, 2004; Bryan et al., 2006).

The factor separation analysis for cold pool speed shows perhaps unsurprisingly,
a similar trend to precipitation for the contributions of RADIATION, DUST MICRO and
SYNERGY (Fig. 5). On average, RADIATION generally does not contribute to a sub-20

stantial change in cold pool speed until the final hour of the experiment, whereby an
increase of up to 8 % occurs (Fig. 5b). DUST MICRO acts to initially increase the cold
pool speed for the first hour; and is then followed by a decrease in cold pool speed
throughout the remainder of time integration (Fig. 5c). SYNERGY’s contribution to cold
pool speed is overall not large and contains a maximum change in CB of ∼5 % (Fig. 5d).25
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This small change in cold pool speed is largely due to the small changes in condensate
due to SYNERGY, which will be discussed in greater detail in the next subsection.

It has been shown that cold pool intensity and precipitation of squall lines are both
dependent on various microphysical processes (Morrison et al., 2009, 2012; Bryan
and Morrison 2012; Adams-Selin et al., 2012; van Weverberg et al., 2012). As such,5

in order to obtain a bulk perspective of the microphysics governing the squall line,
Fig. 6 shows factor separation analyses of domain-averaged condensate paths and
latent heating. The contributions to liquid water path (LWP) show consistent trends
in time relative to CONTROL, whereby RADIATION increases LWP by up to 13 %,
DUST MICRO removes up to ∼28 % of LWP, and SYNERGY has an oscillatory and10

overall neutral contribution to LWP. With respect to ice processes, RADIATION shows
a systematic increase in ice water path (IWP) in time; and at the end of experiment
RADIATION contributes up to a 22 % increase in IWP. An increase in squall line ice
due to the inclusion of longwave radiation has also been seen by Tao et al. (1991,
1993), and will be further investigated later in this section. Both DUST MICRO and15

SYNERGY show a largely oscillatory response in contribution to IWP, except during
the last hour where DUST MICRO dramatically reduces the IWP of the squall line,
which is primarily due to the demise of the dOnrOff squall line from the significant
weakening of the surface cold pool (Fig. 3i). The total water path (TWP) contributions
from the factors indicate that RADIATION increases TWP (up to 14 %), DUST MICRO20

reduces TWP (up to 28 %), and SYNERGY again has an oscillatory contribution with
small changes in time.

The changes in TWP will contribute to differences in latent heating (LH) that can alter
the dynamics and intensity of the squall line. As such, a troposphere depth-normalized,
vertically integrated LH rate is shown in Fig. 6d to gain a bulk perspective of LH. Simi-25

lar to TWP, RADIATION invigorates the squall line latent heating and contributes to an
enhancement of up to 26 %. DUST MICRO has a neutral contribution to latent heat-
ing through the first 2.5 h, as opposed to an expected negative contribution based on
the decrease in TWP during this time. This discrepancy is explained by DUST MICRO’s
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contribution to precipitation, where an enhancement in the convective precipitation dur-
ing the first 2.5 h effectively removed the water from the squall line that already con-
tributed to the total latent heating. The SYNERGY contributions to latent heating are
relatively insignificant and have an oscillatory nature.

To better understand how the factors are contributing to the structure and organi-5

zation of the squall line, Fig. 7 shows vertical profiles of various temporally and do-
main averaged fields from cloud base (∼1 km a.g.l.) up to just below the tropopause
(∼10 km a.g.l.), which are expressed as percent contributions to the squall line. The
zonal wind field (U ; Fig. 7a) of CONTROL has the classic structure of a well-organized
squall line that is contributing to convective momentum transport (CMT; Lane and Mon-10

crieff, 2010). This can be seen by a local maximum in U ∼3 km a.g.l. due to the rear-to-
front flow of the rear inflow jet (RIJ), and a local minimum in U within the anvil region
∼7 km a.g.l. due to the front-to-rear (FTR) flow of the squall line within the updraft. As
such, a positive contribution to the RIJ or a negative contribution to the FTR flow en-
hances the mesoscale organization of the squall line. From Fig. 7a, it can be seen that15

RADIATION most positively contributes to the CMT of the squall line, which is consis-
tent with other previous studies (Chen and Cotton, 1988; Dudhia, 1989; Chin, 1994;
Dharssi et al., 1997). DUST MICRO significantly weakens the kinematic organizational
structure of the squall line, which corroborates the demise of the dOnrOff squall line
due to a weaker cold pool. While SYNERGY has thus far indicated no significant con-20

tribution to the squall line, it has a slightly positive contribution to the CMT of the squall
line.

The mean vertical velocity (W ; Fig. 7b) of CONTROL is positive everywhere and
peaks in the middle troposphere. The contribution to W by RADIATION is generally
positive throughout the depth of the troposphere, except near the top of the anvil where25

longwave cooling produces sinking motion. DUST MICRO negatively contributes to W
up through 5 km a.g.l., but positively contributes to W within the 5–9 km a.g.l. layer,
indicating that ice processes may be playing a large role. SYNERGY slightly increases
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the low-level W ∼3 km a.g.l. and slightly decreases W around 6 km a.g.l., which may
highlight a change to convective organization of the squall line.

By sampling the squall line for grid cells that have strong updrafts and strong down-
drafts, a more in-depth assessment of squall line invigoration and convective organiza-
tion can be made. Figure 7c shows the profile of total mass flux (MF), sampled where5

updrafts are greater than 2 ms−1 (i.e. convective mass flux, CMF). It is evident that RA-
DIATION acts to enhance the CMF by up to 18 %. DUST MICRO decreases the CMF
substantially throughout the troposphere, while SYNERGY generally has a neutral con-
tribution to CMF except near the freezing level where it increases CMF by up to 8 %
at ∼4 km a.g.l. Conversely, by sampling the squall line where vertical velocity is less10

than −1 ms−1, Fig. 7d shows the mean downdraft mass flux (DMF) profile that helps
to both transport momentum towards the surface from aloft and enhance the cold pool
(Smull and Houze, 1987; Weisman, 1992). Where the CONTROL mesoscale downdraft
is maximized (2–4 km a.g.l.), RADIATION positively contributes to DMF, DUST MICRO
negatively contributes to DMF by up to 30 %, and SYNERGY positively contributes to15

DMF. The contributions by the factors to both CMF and DMF match well with the contri-
butions by the factors to the zonal wind, further confirming that DUST MICRO reduces
CMT while SYNERGY enhances CMT. The reasons for these contributions are due to
changes in microphysical processes and will be discussed in the next subsection.

From this subsection, the two factors involved with the mineral dust AIE on a noc-20

turnal squall line, DUST MICRO and SYNERGY, act to weaken and slightly strengthen
the squall line, respectively. Because the contributions due to SYNERGY are relatively
small, the combined contributions of DUST MICRO and SYNERGY lead to an overall
weakening of the squall line in the presence of mineral dust. Conversely, the contribu-
tion of RADIATION is shown to invigorate the simulated squall line and matches well25

with past studies. The following subsection will explain in detail the microphysical pro-
cesses responsible for the behavior of the factors (RADIATION, DUST MICRO, and
SYNERGY) just discussed.
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3.2 Microphysical response

Before analyzing the microphysical processes responsible for the behaviors of each
factor just described, it is necessary to illustrate and describe how mineral dust is
processed microphysically within the squall line. Figure 8 shows a meridionally and
temporally averaged view of the dOnrOn squall line experiment. The microphysical5

processing of mineral dust acting as CCN by the squall line begins by nucleating cloud
and drizzle drops in the inflow region of the squall line (Fig. 8a). The dust within cloud
and drizzle (Fig. 8b) can then be tracked through the warm rain process as collision-
coalescence generates raindrops (Fig. 8c). This process ultimately removes much of
the dust through precipitation and may help to explain why DUST MICRO weakens10

the squall line due to a loss of potential IN. However, some dust remains within cloud,
drizzle, and rain that can be followed to hail through riming processes near the freezing
level within the updraft (Fig. 8d; Seigel and van den Heever, 2012b).

A second pathway of dust processing by the squall line occurs when dust acts as IN,
and first occurs as pristine ice crystals nucleate near cloud top (Fig. 8e). Through vapor15

deposition, pristine ice grows into snowflake size crystals (Fig. 8f). As the snow contain-
ing dust sedimentates lower and resides longer in the anvil, ice crystal aggregation oc-
curs because of increased probability of collection (Fig. 8g). The larger aggregates are
transported rearward, while sedimentating towards the freezing level where increased
riming by supercooled droplets can occur. This changes the dust-laden aggregates into20

graupel particles containing dust once sufficient riming has occurred (Fig. 8h). In the
wake of the squall line surrounding the freezing level, a portion of the ice particles,
snow, aggregates, graupel, and hail can sublimate, thereby releasing the dust particles
back into the atmosphere as regenerated aerosol (Fig. 8i).

A factor separation analysis has been performed on each hydrometeor species’ do-25

main averaged path (i.e. a density-weighted, vertically-integrated mass) in order to gain
insight into the microphysical processes responsible for the changes in dynamics dis-
cussed in the previous subsection. The contributions to each hydrometeor’s mass by
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the factors are expressed as a percent change relative to CONTROL (Fig. 9). RADIA-
TION increases the mass of all the hydrometeor types and adds 6 % to the total con-
densate of the squall line. DUST MICRO negatively contributes to each hydrometeor
species’ mass with a total condensate contribution of −16 %, which is predominantly
due to the liquid species. SYNERGY’s contribution is predominantly positive, however5

the total condensate contribution is small (less than 1 %) and is mainly due to changes
in ice mass.

As a first step in the understanding of why these changes in condensate are oc-
curring due to radiative and microphysical impacts by the factors, Fig. 10 shows
a temporally- and meridionally- (following the gust front) averaged vertical cross section10

of the total condensate mixing ratio (TMIX) distribution within the squall line. Relative
to CONTROL (Fig. 10a), it can be seen that the factors alter the TMIX distribution of
the squall line in multiple ways. RADIATION increases TMIX throughout the depth of
the troposphere (Fig. 10b). This is maximized near cloud top (30 % increase) due to
cloud top radiational cooling (Fig. 11) that acts to destabilize the anvil region (Churchill15

and Houze, 1991), thereby promoting increased ice supersaturation that helps to grow
condensate by vapor deposition. Additionally, a local maximum in TMIX enhancement
occurs ∼3 km a.g.l. that appears to lead to heavier precipitation shaft. This matches
well with the overall increase in precipitation (Fig. 4b) and cold pool intensity (Fig. 5b),
indicating that enhanced precipitation production leads to increased evaporational cool-20

ing that drives a stronger cold pool and squall line.
Consistent with the individual contributions to hydrometeor mass, DUST MICRO

decreases the zonally averaged total condensate throughout the depth of the tropo-
sphere. Locally, DUST MICRO increases TMIX near the gust front, decreases the trail-
ing stratiform precipitation, and greatly reduces TMIX just below the freezing level in25

the wake of the cold pool-forced updraft (Fig. 10c). It is interesting that while an in-
crease in condensate occurs near the gust front, the cold pool intensity weakens due
to DUST MICRO. This further highlights the importance of the ice phase in maintain-
ing cold pool intensity through melting and sub-cloud evaporation, as the precipitation
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originating from ice processes is reduced (∼−20–30 km from GF in Fig. 10c). The
physics governing these responses in the squall line TMIX will be discussed in more
detail later in this section.

For SYNERGY, while large positive and negative contributions occur locally, its av-
erage contribution to TMIX is relatively minor (Fig. 10d). However, there is a general5

increase in TMIX (1) just above the freezing level, which is due to an increase in hail
mass (Fig. 9), and (2) near cloud top which is due to an increase in mass of the ice
hydrometeor species that predominantly grow by vapor deposition, pristine ice, snow,
and aggregates (Fig. 9).

The changes in TMIX from DUST MICRO are largely due to the increase in warm rain10

production (Fig. 12). As dust is ingested by the squall line near cloud base (Fig. 8a),
which has been shown to be the dominant source region of aerosol ingestion (Tulet
et al., 2010; Seigel and van den Heever, 2012a), nucleation of both cloud and drizzle
drops occurs that broadens the total distribution of liquid drops. This helps to speed up
the collision-coalescence process that generates rain-sized drops. This can be seen by15

the up to 50 % increase in the cloud-to-rain process (CL2RT) just above the gust front
(Fig. 12c). The rapid production of rain removes liquid from the squall line that could
otherwise help to increase latent heating higher up in the updraft (notice 50 % reduction
in mean TMIX near the freezing level in Fig. 10c). SYNERGY also enhances CL2RT
near the gust front and is due to the strengthening of the cold pool-forced updraft (∼1–20

1.5 km a.g.l. in Fig. 7c) that increases supersaturation, leading to increased nucleation
of both large and small dust particles (discussed later) that promotes greater collision-
coalescence (Fig. 12d). While CL2RT also increases for RADIATION (Fig. 12b), this
is because the squall line (dOffrOn) overall is stronger (relative to dOffrOff) and has
a faster updraft below the freezing level (Fig. 7c), which increases CL2RT due to both25

enhanced turbulence and increased condensation (discussed later).
The increase in CL2RT for DUST MICRO removes liquid from the squall line that

had the potential to be lofted higher into the storm to aid ice processes. As such, a re-
duction in riming of hail (the species that incurs the most riming; RIMHT) is evident
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for DUST MICRO (Fig. 13c) in spatial collocation with those regions where significant
riming occurs in CONTROL (Fig. 13a). Due to stronger 3–5 km a.g.l. mid-level updrafts
from SYNERGY (Fig. 7c), an increase in RIMHT occurs just above the freezing level
(Fig. 13d). The change in RIMHT for SYNERGY near the freezing level also matches
the local changes in TMIX (Fig. 10d), indicating that the riming process is an important5

contributor to the increase in ice mass (Fig. 9). For RADIATION, riming is perhaps the
most important microphysical process driving a stronger squall line. RADIATION dra-
matically increases RIMHT (Fig. 13b) throughout the depth of the mixed-phase region.
This increase in riming is due to both an increase in liquid water (Fig. 9, 10b) and the
increase in updraft strength above the freezing level (Fig. 7c), which increases riming10

rates.
In order to better understand how these changes to the microphysics from the fac-

tors alter the vertical distribution of LH, which lead to changes in squall line dynamics
(Fovell and Ogura, 1988; Tao et al., 1995; Bryan and Morrison, 2012; Seigel and van
den Heever, 2012b), a factor separation analysis of the LH budget of the squall line is15

shown in Fig. 14. RADIATION’s contribution to the LH budget of the squall line is clear
and matches well with the previous microphysical discussion (Fig. 14b). Radiative cool-
ing near cloud top (Fig. 11) drives destabilization and increased ice supersaturation
that helps to both nucleate more ice (ICE NUC) and grow more ice by vapor deposition
(DEP) within the anvil at ∼9–11 km a.g.l. The increase in ice condensate subsequently20

leads to an increase in melting (MELT), which helps to drive the stronger downdraft
(Fig. 7d). This leads to a stronger cold pool (Fig. 5b) and stronger low-level updrafts
(Fig. 7c) that increase supersaturation, resulting in a subsequent increase of conden-
sation by up to 41 %. The increase in liquid condensate (Fig. 9) forces an increase in
the contribution of riming to LH by 13 %. All of these microphysical processes act to25

strengthen the squall line.
Below the freezing level, DUST MICRO highlights the energetic ease of droplet

growth versus droplet nucleation. First described by Squires and Twomey (1960), an
increase in CCN assuming constant LWC results in a decrease in droplet size but an
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increase in droplet number, and is also seen here in dOnrOff and dOnrOn relative to
dOffrOff and dOffrOn (comparison not shown). As the change in droplet number occurs
due to the addition of nucleating aerosol (dust), this increases the droplet surface area.
Because the energy barrier to diffuse vapor onto an already present droplet is less than
that to nucleate a dry aerosol (Prupacher and Klett, 1997), the process of vapor diffu-5

sion (COND) takes precedence over droplet nucleation (C+D NUC) on average. This
effect has been noted by other aerosol modeling studies of aerosol impacts on deep
convection (Storer and van den Heever, 2012; Sheffield et al., 2012) and is also seen
for DUST MICRO, whereby the increase in C+D NUC below the freezing level is less
than that of COND (Fig. 14c). However, the summation of the contribution by these two10

sources of LH from DUST NUC, which is maximized below the freezing level, positively
contributes to the squall line by ∼42 %. This agrees well with many AIE studies that
show increases in CCN lead to increases in droplet growth due to condensation (Khain
et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2008b; Storer and van den Heever 2012).

Because mineral dust acts as IN, a 37 % increase in ICE NUC is also evident near15

cloud top, however DUST MICRO’s net contribution to vapor deposition (DEP) is a mere
2.83 %. The reason why this contribution is not larger is due to the increase in warm rain
(Fig. 11) scouring available water vapor that could have been used to grow ice crystals.
The increase in condensation that leads to the invigoration of warm rain precipitation
(Fig. 12c) reduces riming by 28 %, which has shown to be important for squall line20

maintenance (Seigel and van den Heever, 2012b).
SYNERGY’s LH contributions to the squall line helps to explain why it contributes

positively to the mid-level organization of the squall line. As the stronger cold pool-
forced updraft (∼1–1.5 km a.g.l. in Fig. 7c) increases supersaturation, it leads to an
increase in nucleation near cloud base at ∼1.5 km a.g.l. (Fig. 14d) that slightly en-25

hances the warm-rain process (Fig. 12d). The slight rain increase of up to 10 % in
this region (Fig. 10d) leads to the removal of the largest drops that temporarily shuts
down the warm-rain process higher up ∼3 km a.g.l. (Fig. 12d). Because the precipi-
tating droplets are removed, the surface area to volume ratio increases and promotes
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greater condensational growth (COND) within the updraft, especially within the 3–5 km
a.g.l. layer. The localized positive contribution to LH near the freezing level helps to
drive a stronger mid-level updraft (Fig. 7c) that positively contributes to CMT (Fig. 7a).
The stronger mid-level updraft then leads to a stronger mid-level downdraft (Fig. 7d)
that increases melting by up to 6 %, and further contributes positively to CMT. Seigel5

and van den Heever (2012b) also found that enhanced latent heating near the freezing
level helps to invigorate mesoscale organization of squall lines.

4 Summary

The goal of this study is to understand how mineral dust impacts a nocturnal squall line
by separating out individual factors that contribute to the aerosol indirect effect. Using10

the technique of factor separation (Stein and Alpert, 1993), the contributions of mineral
dust acting to alter microphysics (DUST MICRO), radiation (RADIATION), and the syn-
ergy of dust altering microphysics and radiation (SYNERGY) have been assessed for
the squall line. This has been accomplished by using RAMS to simulate an idealized
squall line with observed aerosol data from the NAMMA field campaign. Four simula-15

tions of the squall line were performed that systematically altered (1) the inclusions of
dust acting microphysically (as CCN, GCCN, and IN) and (2) the inclusion of radiation
(Table 1). Factor separation was then used to isolate three factors (RADIATION, DUST
MICRO, and SYNERGY; Table 2) from the four simulations that contribute to the squall
line.20

The experiments showed that the overall role of mineral dust in the squall line sim-
ulated here is to weaken the squall line through changes to precipitation processes.
From DUST MICRO, it has been shown that as the mineral dust is ingested into the
squall line it acts as both CCN (mainly small dust mode) and GCCN (mainly large dust
mode), which accelerates the collision-coalescence process of warm rain production.25

This has been seen by other studies of warm clouds in polluted environment (Feingold
et al., 1999; Cheng et al., 2009). The increase in warm rain near the gust front due
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to DUST MICRO results in a reduction in liquid water aloft and reduces the contribu-
tion to latent heating by riming by up to 30 %, which weakens the main updraft of the
squall line. The contribution from DUST MICRO to the mid-level portion of the squall
line is also to decrease ice mass and weaken the mesoscale downdraft. The combi-
nation of weaker updrafts and downdrafts from DUST MICRO reduces the convective5

momentum transport and the overall squall line organization. In association with these
processes, the cold pool is weaker, precipitation is reduced, and the total convective
mass flux along with net latent heating is suppressed.

In contrast to the microphysical impacts of mineral dust, the role of RADIATION is
to invigorate the squall line. This first begins by aiding ice nucleation and ice growth10

by vapor deposition due to the enhanced cloud top cooling by outgoing longwave ra-
diation. The increase in ice mass due to RADIATION helps strengthen the mesoscale
downdraft of the squall line, which enhances the convective momentum transport, sur-
face cold pool, and precipitation. These all combine to then strengthen the low-level
updrafts, which enhance supersaturation that aids condensation and additional latent15

heat release. This further strengthens the mesoscale organization of the squall line
and promotes a positive feedback that is likely initiated from cloud top cooling.

By quantifying the individual contributions to the squall line due to DUST MICRO and
RADIATION, it was then possible to assess the SYNERGY contribution to the squall
line. SYNERGY represents the non-linear component of the AIE and is the result of20

the synergistic response to the squall line by having both radiation included and mi-
crophysically active dust present. While the overall contribution by SYNERGY to the
squall line is small, it is positive for mesoscale organization. This stems from a change
to the mid-level microphysical processes of the squall line due to SYNERGY. By hav-
ing a slightly stronger low-level updraft, additional dust is nucleated by SYNERGY that25

enhances the warm-rain process just enough to remove the largest rain droplets while
still maintaining sufficient droplet surface area to promote extra condensation. The ad-
ditional latent heating by condensation near the freezing level facilitates a stronger mid-
level updraft. This increases melting and results in a stronger mid-level downdraft. The
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stronger mid-level dynamics promotes better mid-level organization, but is not strong
enough to significantly impact precipitation and cold pool intensity.

As the squall line simulated in this study is nocturnal, only the impacts of long-
wave forcing are considered. During the day, the presence of shortwave radiation may
change the impact of both the mineral dust AIE and radiation on the simulated squall5

line. Therefore, current research is underway to examine the sensitivity of squall lines
to mineral dust AIE during the daytime.
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Table 1. Description and naming convention of the four experiments.

Name Description

dOffrOff Dust being microphysically active is OFF
Radiation is OFF

dOffrOn Dust being microphysically active is OFF
Radiation is ON

dOnrOff Dust being microphysically active is ON
Radiation is OFF

dOnrOn Dust being microphysically active is ON
Radiation is ON
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Table 2. The components and naming convection of the factor separation analysis.

Factor Name Description Calculation

f0 CONTROL Part of the predicted field f0 =dOffrOff
independent from dust altering
the microphysics and radiation

f1 RADIATION Part of the predicted field from f1 =dOffrOn−dOffrOff
the sole contribution of

radiation
f2 DUST MICRO Part of the predicted field from f2 =dOnrOff−dOffrOff

the sole contribution of dust
altering the microphysics

f12 SYNERGY Part of the predicted field from f12 =dOnrOn
the synergistic effects of dust − (dOnrOff+dOffrOn)
altering the microphysics and +dOffrOff

radiation
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Figures and Tables 1069 

 1070 
Figure 1. Horizontally homogeneous environmental conditions initialized for the squall 1071 
line. The thick grey line is the temperature profile and the thick black is the moisture 1072 
profile.  The thick dashed line is the adiabatic parcel curve. Following Weismann and 1073 
Klemp (1982). 1074 
 1075 
 1076 
 1077 

Fig. 1. Horizontally homogeneous environmental conditions initialized for the squall line. The
thick grey line is the temperature profile and the thick black is the moisture profile. The thick
dashed line is the adiabatic parcel curve. Following Weismann and Klemp (1982).
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 1078 
Figure 2. Aerosol data from NASA African Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analyses 1079 
(NAMMA) in 2006. The three aerosol species represented in the study are sulfate (thin), 1080 
small dust (medium thickness), and large dust (thick). Top: the initialized horizontally-1081 
homogeneous profiles (cm-3); middle: aerosol number distribution at 2 km AGL; and 1082 
bottom: aerosol mass distribution at 2 km AGL. Also shown on (b) are the geometric 1083 
mean particle diameter, distribution width parameter, and the total number concentration 1084 
for sulfate (S), Dust1 (D1), and Dust2 (D2). 1085 

Fig. 2. Aerosol data from NASA African Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analyses (NAMMA) in 2006.
The three aerosol species represented in the study are sulfate (thin), small dust (medium thick-
ness), and large dust (thick). Top: the initialized horizontally-homogeneous profiles (cm−3); mid-
dle: aerosol number distribution at 2 km a.g.l.; and bottom: aerosol mass distribution at 2 km
a.g.l. Also shown on (b) are the geometric mean particle diameter, distribution width parame-
ter, and the total number concentration for sulfate (S), Dust1 (D1), and Dust2 (D2).
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 1086 

 1087 
Figure 3. Simulated base radar reflectivity (dBZ; Matrosov 1999) of dOffrOff (a-c), 1088 
dOffrOn (d-f), dOnrOff (g-i), and dOnrOn (j-l) at 1 km AGL for: (a,d,g,j) T=1h; (b,e,h,k) 1089 
T=3h; and (c,f,i,l) T=5h into the sensitivity simulations. The surface winds are shown 1090 
(vectors) along with the maximum surface wind reference vector in the upper-right corner 1091 
for each image. 1092 
 1093 

Fig. 3. Simulated base radar reflectivity (dBZ; Matrosov 1999) of dOffrOff (a–c), dOffrOn (d–f),
dOnrOff (g–i), and dOnrOn (j–l) at 1 km a.g.l. for: (a, d, g, j) T =1 h; (b, e, h, k) T =3 h; and (c,
f, i, l) T =5 h into the sensitivity simulations. The surface winds are shown (vectors) along with
the maximum surface wind reference vector in the upper-right corner for each image.
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 1094 
Figure 4. Meridionally averaged accumulated precipitation (mm 5min-1) for the four 1095 
factors of (a) CONTROL, (b) RADIATION, (c) DUST MICRO, and (d) SYNERGY. See 1096 
Tables 1 and 2 for factor descriptions. The accumulated precipitation is expressed as a 1097 
both a Hovmöller diagram (shading) and a zonally averaged time series that is expressed 1098 
as a percent contribution relative to CONTROL (line plot).  1099 
 1100 

Fig. 4. Meridionally averaged accumulated precipitation (mm 5 min−1) for the four factors of (a)
CONTROL, (b) RADIATION, (c) DUST MICRO, and (d) SYNERGY. See Tables 1 and 2 for
factor descriptions. The accumulated precipitation is expressed as a both a Hovmöller diagram
(shading) and a zonally averaged time series that is expressed as a percent contribution relative
to CONTROL (line plot).
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 1101 
Figure 5. Theoretical cold pool speed, which is defined in (1), shown for the four factors 1102 
of (a) CONTROL, (b) RADIATION, (c) DUST MICRO, and (d) SYNERGY. The cold 1103 
pool speed is expressed as a both a rotated Hovmöller diagram (shading) and a 1104 
meridionally averaged time series that is expressed as a percent contribution relative to 1105 
CONTROL (line plot).  1106 
 1107 
 1108 

Fig. 5. Theoretical cold pool speed, which is defined in (1), shown for the four factors of (a)
CONTROL, (b) RADIATION, (c) DUST MICRO, and (d) SYNERGY. The cold pool speed is
expressed as a both a rotated Hovmöller diagram (shading) and a meridionally averaged time
series that is expressed as a percent contribution relative to CONTROL (line plot).
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Fig. 6. Domain averaged time series of (a) liquid water path (gm−2), (b) ice water path (gm−2),
(c) total water path (gm−2), and (d) troposphere depth normalized, vertically integrated latent
heating rate (Kh−1). The solid lines correspond to CONTROL with the full field values on the
left axes. The dotted (RADIATION), dashed (DUST MICRO), and dot-dash (SYNERGY) lines
correspond to the factors and are expressed as a percent contribution to CONTROL – shown
on the right axes.
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 1117 
Figure 7. Domain averaged vertical profiles of (a) zonal wind (m s-2), (b) vertical velocity 1118 
(m s-2), (c) total convective mass flux sampled where W > 2 m s-2 (kg m-2 s-1), and (d) 1119 
total downdraft mass flux sampled where W < -1 m s-2 (kg m-2 s-1). The solid lines 1120 
correspond to CONTROL with the full field values on the bottom axes. The dotted 1121 
(RADIATION), dashed (DUST MICRO), and dot-dash (SYNERGY) lines correspond to 1122 
the factors and are expressed as a percent contribution to CONTROL on the top axes. 1123 
 1124 
 1125 

Fig. 7. Domain averaged vertical profiles of (a) zonal wind (ms−2), (b) vertical velocity (ms−2),
(c) total convective mass flux sampled where W >2 ms−2 (kgm−2 s−1), and (d) total downdraft
mass flux sampled where W <−1 ms−2 (kgm−2 s−1). The solid lines correspond to CONTROL
with the full field values on the bottom axes. The dotted (RADIATION), dashed (DUST MICRO),
and dot-dash (SYNERGY) lines correspond to the factors and are expressed as a percent
contribution to CONTROL on the top axes.
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 1126 
Figure 8. The dOnrOn squall line, which has been averaged both meridionally along the 1127 
gust front and temporally from sensitivity simulation hours 1-5. Each vertical cross 1128 
section is expressed as a horizontal distance from the gust front (X-axis) and a vertical 1129 
distance AGL (Y-axis). Shown on each cross section is the squall line cloud boundary 1130 
[dotted line; 0.05 g kg-1 total condensate], the freezing line [dashed black line], the cold 1131 
pool boundary [thin black line below 2 km AGL; -0.05 m2 s-2 following Tompkins 1132 
(2001)], the 1 m s-1 updraft region [thick black lines stemming from the gust front], and 1133 
[min, max] values for the shaded quantities of: (a) cloud and drizzle (C+D) nucleation 1134 
rate by dust; (b) dust within C+D; (c) dust within rain; (d) dust within hail; (e) dust within 1135 
pristine ice; (f) dust within snow; (g) dust within aggregates; (h) dust within graupel; and 1136 
(i) concentration of regeneration aerosol. The units are shown on the figure for each 1137 
quantitiy. 1138 
 1139 
 1140 

Fig. 8. The dOnrOn squall line, which has been averaged both meridionally along the gust front and temporally from
sensitivity simulation hours 1–5. Each vertical cross section is expressed as a horizontal distance from the gust front
(x-axis) and a vertical distance a.g.l. (y-axis). Shown on each cross section is the squall line cloud boundary (dotted
line; 0.05 gkg−1 total condensate), the freezing line (dashed black line), the cold pool boundary (thin black line below
2 km a.g.l.; −0.05 m2 s−2 following Tompkins, 2001), the 1 ms−1 updraft region (thick black lines stemming from the
gust front), and (min, max) values for the shaded quantities of: (a) cloud and drizzle (C+D) nucleation rate by dust;
(b) dust within C+D; (c) dust within rain; (d) dust within hail; (e) dust within pristine ice; (f) dust within snow; (g) dust
within aggregates; (h) dust within graupel; and (i) concentration of regeneration aerosol. The units are shown on the
figure for each quantitiy.
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 1141 
Figure 9. Horizontally averaged, vertically integrated mixing ratios of various 1142 
hydrometeors, referred to in the text as hydrometeor paths (g m2). The hydrometeor paths 1143 
are expressed as a percent contribution to CONTROL by RADIATION (black bars), 1144 
DUST MICRO (gray bars), and SYNERGY (light gray bars). D+R is drizzle and rain, 1145 
P+S+A is pristine ice and snow and aggregates, and G+H is graupel and hail. The 1146 
numbers below each hydrometeor group are the full field path value for CONTROL.  1147 
 1148 
 1149 

Fig. 9. Horizontally averaged, vertically integrated mixing ratios of various hydrometeors, re-
ferred to in the text as hydrometeor paths. The hydrometeor paths are expressed as a percent
contribution to CONTROL by RADIATION (black bars), DUST MICRO (gray bars), and SYN-
ERGY (light gray bars). D+R is drizzle and rain, P+S+A is pristine ice and snow and aggre-
gates, and G+H is graupel and hail. The numbers below each hydrometeor group are the full
field path value for CONTROL in g m−2.
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 1150 
Figure 10. Meridionally-averaged along the gust front and temporally-averaged total 1151 
condensate mixing ratio (TMIX; g kg-1) for (a) CONTROL, (b) RADIATION, (c) DUST 1152 
MICRO, and (d) SYNERGY from sensitivity simulation hours 1-5. Each vertical cross 1153 
section is expressed as a horizontal distance from the gust front (X-axis) and a vertical 1154 
distance AGL (Y-axis). Shown on each cross section is the squall line cloud boundary 1155 
[thick black line; 0.05 g kg-1 total condensate], the freezing line [dashed black line], the 1156 
cold pool boundary [thin black line below 2 km AGL; -0.05 m2 s-2] the 1 m s-1 updraft 1157 
region [thick black “ovals” stemming from the gust front], and [min, max] values for 1158 
TMIX. The cloud boundary, freezing level, cold pool, and updraft contours are of the 1159 
simulations (a) dOffrOff, (b) dOffrOn, (c) dOnrOff, and (d) dOnrOn. Also shown is a 1160 
zonally averaged vertical profile that is expressed as a percent contribution relative to 1161 
CONTROL (line plot) for each factor.  1162 
 1163 
 1164 
 1165 

Fig. 10. Meridionally-averaged along the gust front and temporally-averaged total condensate
mixing ratio (TMIX; gkg−1) for (a) CONTROL, (b) RADIATION, (c) DUST MICRO, and (d) SYN-
ERGY from sensitivity simulation hours 1–5. Each vertical cross section is expressed as a hori-
zontal distance from the gust front (x-axis) and a vertical distance a.g.l. (y-axis). Shown on each
cross section is the squall line cloud boundary (thick black line; 0.05 gkg−1 total condensate),
the freezing line (dashed black line), the cold pool boundary (thin black line below 2 km a.g.l.;
−0.05 m2 s−2) the 1 ms−1 updraft region (thick black “ovals” stemming from the gust front), and
(min, max) values for TMIX. The cloud boundary, freezing level, cold pool, and updraft contours
are of the simulations (a) dOffrOff, (b) dOffrOn, (c) dOnrOff, and (d) dOnrOn. Also shown is
a zonally averaged vertical profile that is expressed as a percent contribution relative to CON-
TROL (line plot) for each factor.
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 1166 

 1167 
Figure 11. Same as Figure 10, except for radiative heating rate (K hour-1) and only shown 1168 
for RADIATION and dOffrOn.  1169 
 1170 
 1171 

Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 10, except for radiative heating rate (Kh−1) and only shown for RADIA-
TION and dOffrOn.
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 1172 
Figure 12. Same as Figure 10, except for the collision-coalescence rate (g kg-1 5min-1) 1173 
between cloud and rain.  1174 
 1175 
 1176 

Fig. 12. Same as Fig. 10, except for the collision-coalescence rate (gkg−1 5 min−1) between
cloud and rain.
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 1177 
Figure 13. Same as Figure 10, except for the riming rate of cloud water onto hail (g kg-1 1178 
5min-1). 1179 
 1180 
 1181 

Fig. 13. Same as Fig. 10, except for the riming rate of cloud water onto hail (gkg−1 5 min−1).
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 1182 
Figure 14. Cloud averaged vertical profiles of all microphysical processes that contribute 1183 
to latent heating (K hour-1) for (a) CONTROL, (b) RADIATION, (c) DUST MICRO, and 1184 
(d) SYNERGY. Cloud is defined by any grid cell that contains at least 0.01 g kg-1 of total 1185 
condensate.  1186 
 1187 
 1188 
 1189 
 1190 
 1191 

Fig. 14. Cloud averaged vertical profiles of all microphysical processes that contribute to latent
heating (Kh−1) for (a) CONTROL, (b) RADIATION, (c) DUST MICRO, and (d) SYNERGY. Cloud
is defined by any grid cell that contains at least 0.01 gkg−1 of total condensate.
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